














































SUMMARY 

Grave chambers m the single-grave culture 

The earliest construction in a ploughed-down barrow at Gårslev, East J utland, was a well 

preserved grave chamber built for two men. The chamber was erected on the original soil 
surface and measures 2.60x2. IO m, built of vertical planks and 4 large corner posts, dug into 
a 50-55 cm deep foundation trench, supported by stones (Fig. 2). Well preserved carboni
zed wood remained, 30-40 cm above the surface. The posts as well as the planks were 
standing on the inner side ofthe trench (Fig. 3-4). Each plank was 30-40 cm wide and 6-9 
cm thick. The corner posts were 60 cm wide and IO cm thick. 

No traces of the dead were left. One of them must have been buried with his head to 
south-west, the face to west, with a battle axe, a small thin-bladed flint axe, a polished 
thick-butted axe and a swayed, East-Danish beaker. At the western end of the chamber a 

man Jay with his head north-west orientated, with a small battle axe and a swayed East
Danish beaker (2-5) (Fig. 4, 7, 8). Obviously the dead have been of different status. The 
grave is dated to the Ground-Grave Period. The chamber was covered by roof planks and 
has at a time collapsed over the buried. A nearly 2. 70 m long and 50-55 cm wide oak plank 
was preserved, because it had been scorched (Fig 5-6). 

A frame oflarge stones, 40-50 cm tall, remained in the southern side ofthe barrow (Fig . I 
& 9). The barrow was slightly oval, 22x24 m. Beside the grave chamber there was also a 
small house in the nort-eastern corner, l .3xl m. It was built ofvertically placed planks, 5 
cm thick and 15-20 cm wide (Fig. IO). No artifacts date the building. The fill oftrench and 
planks proved to be quite similar to that of the trench and planks in the grave chamber. 

The barrow was reused later for one ofthe more common graves from the Upper-Grave 
Period (6-7) (Fig. I I, 12, 13). 

Contemporary, rather small wooden coffins with a long entrance as well as larger grave 
chambers are known in a limited number from sites in North Jutland (8-12) in the same 
area, Himmerland, which has the !argest concentration ofstone built coffins (13), but none 
of them is quite similar to the Gårslev-chamber, as well as the small plank house beside the 

barrow is not known from any other finds. 
The grave goods in the two graves from Gårslev clearly show that both graves belong to 

the East-Danish and South-J utlandish Single Grave Culture ( 17, 18). The beakers have 
most oftheir parallels at North Funen, but also some in the eastern Schleswig-Holstein and 
Mecklenburg. The pottery from North Funen is also showing close relationship to pottery 
from North J utland ( I 9, 20, 2 I). 
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